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Sahel - Sebastian Salgado 1990-05-01

selection of interior design projects, designers, and manufacturers
included in this book. This selection takes us on a journey through New
York, the cradle of this decorative style, to Singapore, London, and
Istanbul. Not only does this design aesthetic infuse loft spaces which
have been turned into luxurious and spaceious apartments, but it's also
the perfect solution for small homes, for artists who require space to live
and work, and for commercial spaces. Different projects, different styles,
but they all have a common nexus: the extensive use of reclaimed wood
and cast iron, bringing out the beauty of imperfection"--Back cover.
Burton Holmes Travelogues - Burton Holmes 1920

Nation and Translation in the Middle East - Samah Selim 2017-09-29
This book focuses on the important aspect of translation in the Middle
East region, with special emphasis on translation movements and the
production of modernity in a historical context defined by European
imperialism, enlightenment universalism, and globalization.
Sigonella. La più importante naval air station della sesta flotta. Ediz.
multilingue - Claudio Maugeri 2009
African Interiors - Deidi von Schaewen 2008
Uncovering Africa's most inspirational dwellings, this collection
showcases lush modern homes mingling with mud huts, funky artists'
studios, minimalist houses, and more. ""African Interiors"" captures the
beauty and diversity of African living.
Aspects of Typology and Universals - Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Sprachwissenschaft. Sommerschule 2001
Lectures given Aug. 31-Sept. 11, 1998 at the 1998 Summer School of the
German Society of Linguistics, Mainz, Ger.
Wood and Iron - Macarena Abascal 2019-07-30
"The industrial aesthetic has crossed borders. Proof of this is the
africa-ediz-multilingue

Music book. Ediz. multilingue - Mark Seliger 2008
Music.
Selected Works - 2019
An ode to beauty�Vincent Peters�s best black-and-white photographs
presented for the first time in a compact, affordable book Featuring
Charlize Theron, Laetitia Casta, John Malkovich, and Emma Watson
Companion edition to the Vincent Peters solo exhibition at Fotografiska
Stockholm (May 24 until September 1, 2019)
I disturbi della comunicazione nella popolazione multilingue e
multiculture - Patrocinio 2014
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ma di prestare attenzione alle dinamiche sociali, in una prospettiva
diacronica e storica, accennando alle correnti interne a quelle culture e
alle incipienti critiche e trasformazioni in atto, e dunque rendendo la
dimensione della complessità delle modifiche di mentalità.
Workers - Sebastião Salgado 1993
A collection of photographs of manual workers. The author's photographs
bestow dignity on the most isolated and neglected, from refugees in the
famine-stricken Sahel, to the men who swarm the gold mines of Brazil.
From My Land to the Planet - Sebastiao Salgado 2014
Sebastião Salgados photographs have been shown around the world. In
From my land to the Planet the photographer tells us the story of his
most famous reportages: from the black and white portraits of unknown
men and women, workers or refugees, to the more recent Genesis
project, a portrait of the most incontaminated places of our planet. With
a kindness and a disarming simplicity, Salgado rebuilds his path, exposes
his beliefs, makes us witnesses of his emotions. In this volume his talent
as a storyteller and the authenticity of a man who knows how to combine
activism and professionalism, talent and generosity, clearly emerge. The
reader will discover fascinating stories of every corner of the world, both
near and remote, from Africa to the Americas, and then again the birth of
the Instituto Terra, of the Genesis project, of Magnum Photos and
Amazonas Images.
Archeologia Medievale, XV, 1988 - 1989-01-01
«Archeologia Medievale» pubblica contributi originali riguardanti
l’archeologia postclassica, la storia della cultura materiale in età preindustriale e le scienze applicate nella forma di saggi e studi originali;
relazioni preliminari di scavo; contributi critici su libri, articoli,
ritrovamenti, ecc. Vengono pubblicati sia testi in italiano che in altre
lingue.
Cellina vin Mannstein - Imperfect - Cellina von Mannstein 2008
This collection from Cellina von Mannstein finds the beauty in flawed and
funky situations. Her freewheeling images celebrate decadent excess as
well as the aesthetics of disorder and confusion. Before taking up fine art
and fashion photography, von Mannstein worked in film. Her

Other Americas - Sebastião Salgado 1986
Photographs show the people of Brazil, Mexico, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia,
and Guatemala, including weddings, funerals, and scenes of everyday life
Giornale della libreria - 2006
L'avanguardia primitiva. La collezione di Alessandro Passaré. Ediz.
multilingue - Luca Pietro Nicoletti 2014
Around the House with Candice Swanepoel - 2012-11
In this original, sensuous volume, top international photographer Russell
James profiles supermodel Candice Swanepoel in one of the world's most
exceptional private homes. These fine-art nudes whisk us into a fantasy
world of female allure--all against a backdrop of stunning interiors. In
this intimate setting--far from the media whirlwind--the doe-eyed,
curvaceous farmgirl from South Africa reveals the depths of her vivid
magnetism. Through this provocative photoshoot, James captures the
many moods of a contemporary icon. Perhaps destined to become an alltime classic of erotic celebrity photography, this sultry title is a
tantalizing tribute to one of the most beautiful women of our age.
Sebastião Salgado. Amazônia - Sebastião Salgado 2021-06-16
For six years Sebastião Salgado traveled the Brazilian Amazon and
photographed the unparalleled beauty of this extraordinary region: the
rainforest, the rivers, the mountains, the people who live there--this
irreplaceable treasure of humanity in which the immense power of
nature is felt like nowhere else on earth.
Africa. Rivista semestrale di studi e ricerche. Nuova serie (2022).
Ediz. multilingue - 2022
Vita e cultura degli ultimi villaggi tribali d’Etiopia - Carlo Pancera
2021-02-22T00:00:00+01:00
Nella valle del fiume Omo ai confini dell’Etiopia vivono sedici minoranze
etniche che hanno avuto ben scarsi cambiamenti nel corso della loro
storia. L’autore ha cercato di non dare solamente un carnet di viaggio, e
nemmeno una mera descrizione come negli asettici rapporti etnografici,
africa-ediz-multilingue
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compositions hold your attention and are compellingly real. For her,
telling a story -- not just creating an image -- is what it's all about. These
original works have the atmosphere of dark fairytales with dream-like
juxtapositions and hints of seediness. A provocative and imaginative
collection from a talented young photographer Sure to appeal to fine-art
enthusiasts and all who appreciate quirky imagery 113 color and b/w
photographs
Catalogo dei libri in commercio - 2000

photographic portrait of Rome brings you all the history and all the...
Vivid. Intense images by american photographers. Ediz. multilingue Victoria Espy Burns 1993

Africa collector's edition. Ediz. multilingue. Ediz. limitata - Michael Poliza
2006
Africa is a source of amazing bio-diversity and home to some of the
planet's most spectacular landscapes. The sights of this awe-inspiring
continent are captured with consummate skill and sensitivity by master
lensman Michael Poliza. With extensive experience photographing the
animals and terrain of Africa, Poliza's viewpoint is shaped by his concern
for the fragile eco-systems he chronicles. These images embody the soul
of Africa's flora and fauna with a true artist's eye for color and
composition. This book will be enjoyed for years to come. Poliza started
as a child actor on German TV, then founded several highly successful IT
ventures in the US and Germany. His "STARSHIP MILLENNIUM
VOYAGE," around the world on a 75 ft expedition yacht, was avidly
followed by millions via internet. Poliza now focuses mainly on filming
and photography, including work for the Discovery Channel. He spends a
great deal of time based in Cape Town, and is a pioneer in the use of
digital photography for coffee table books.
Africa. Ediz. inglese, francese e tedesca - Sebastião Salgado 2007
Presents black and white photographs taken by the Brazilian economist
and photojournalist during his travels in the African continent.
Roma. Portrait of a City - Giovanni Fanelli 2018-02-08
Rome is the city where past and present, spectacle and the everyday
collide around every corner; where Baroque drama flourishes alongside
ancient classical wonders; where necks crane to admire Michelangelo's
Sistine Chapel; and where Fellini immortalized la dolce vita. This
africa-ediz-multilingue
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African American Tarot/ Afroamericano Tarot - Jamal R. 2007-05
The culture of two continents blends together in this one-of-a-kind tarot
deck-creating a fresh perspective on what it means to be AfricanAmerican. Publisher Review: Although actually more focused on African
myth and lore rather than African American contributions to civilization,
this deck is a wonderful introduction to both explorations as well as
being close enough to the RWS tradition as to be useful as a divination
tool for any Tarot reader. Great for those interested in African culture
and pride, as well as for meditation and past life regressions. In-Depth
Review: This deck is terrific, a wonderful resource to begin learning
about African culture and history. Each card has an image [read more]
And Yet It Is Heard - Tito M. Tonietti 2014-05-16
We bring into full light some excerpts on musical subjects which were
until now scattered throughout the most famous scientific texts. The
main scientific and musical cultures outside of Europe are also taken into
consideration. The first and most important property to underline in the
scientific texts examined here is the language they are written in. This
means that our multicultural history of the sciences necessarily also
becomes a review of the various dominant languages used in the
different historical contexts. In this volume, the history of the
development of the sciences is told as it happened in real contexts, not in
an alienated ideal world.
Leonardo da Vinci. In the name of Africa. Ediz. multilingue - 2019
African Art - Ivan Bargna 2010
This work aims to radically revise traditional interpretations of African
art that are based on European artistic traditions. It examines how
African art is the product of traditional cultures and how it has adopted
elements from different cultures such as Islam and Christianity.
English, But Not Quite - Oriana Palusci 2010
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L'Informazione bibliografica - 1992
South Africa - Michael Poliza 2010
Avec ses côtes escarpées, ses nombreux parcs nationaux et ses
métropoles au rythme effréné, l'Afrique du Sud est un des pays les plus
fascinants au monde. A l'occasion de la Coupe du Monde, l'auteur à
succès Michael Poliza retourne dans sa patrie d'adoption afin de
portraitiser la diversité des paysages et de ses habitants. Pour montrer
une image complète du pays, Poliza a invité quelques uns des plus
grands photographes sud-africains à participer à cet ouvrage. Ainsi sont
réunis la grande qualité de clichés, déjà récompensée par les livres de
photos Africa, Eyes Over Africa et Antarctic, avec les points de vue
différent de Vanessa Cowling, Chris Fallows, Justin Fox, Craig Fraser,
Chris Kirchhoff, Mandla Mnyakama, Obie Oberholzer et Thomas P.
Peschak. South Africa est un livre d'images palpitant et magnifique,
impressionnant et aux mille visages, comme la nation arc-en-ciel elle
même.
Malawi. Warm heart of Africa. Contemporary artists from Malawi.
Ediz. multilingue - T. D. Chibambo 2015
Paul VI and the church in Africa-Paul VI et l'église en afrique - 2015
International Literary Market Place - 2001
Peter Beard - Owen Edwards 2020-03-15
Peter Beard turned his life on the African continent into a
Gesamtkunstwerk; a collage of photography, environmental activism, and
diary writing. The original limited edition may have instantly sold out,
but the book is now back to present the artist's unique world; a realm
where high-fashion models feed giraffes under the Kenyan sun and...
Oliviero Toscani - Oliviero Toscani 2015-11
This book is made up of over 20 articles on various themes and
campaigns key to Oliviero Toscani's extraordinary career spanning over
fifty years. Laid out in a magazine format, it explores the different
africa-ediz-multilingue
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themes covered by his work ranging from being the creative force behind
brands and advertising campaigns to his work on numerous social design
projects. The book also looks in detail at Toscani himself, with
contributions from some of the leading people he has worked with over
the years, such as Anna Wintour, David Bowie, Bill Cunningham,
Valentino and Naomi Campbell. The book features Toscani's advertising
campaigns, particularly his work with Benetton from 1982 to 2000,
which was some of the most shocking advertising ever seen: in some
cases provoking lawsuits and the removal of Benetton clothing from
stores. However, he worked wonders for the company, making it into one
of the world's most recognised clothing brands - despite no items of
clothing appearing in the campaigns between 1990 and 2000. Toscani's
photography often depicts what no one has ever dared to explore before
in advertising, such as homosexuality, racism and anorexia. This
controversial approach to photography as a medium for sending
provocative messages is what he is most renowned for and is looked at in
detail in this book. Contents: Foreword; Introduction; over 20 themed
articles including Andy Warhol's Factory; New York, New York (Vogue
shoot); Jeans and Jesus; Black and White - The Benetton Years; The
Balkans; No Anorexia; Made in Italy - The New Italian Landscape; Out in
Africa.
China. Ediz. multilingue - 2008
Appearing on the world stage with the 2008 Olympic games in Beijing,
China has intrigued Westerners since the days of Marco Polo. French
journalist Christina Lionnet takes us on an exciting journey through this
vast and varied land. With a clear sensibility, Lionnet's photographs offer
a painterly exploration of the paradoxes and complexities of the Chinese
landscape as well as its soul. Her lens captures a dazzling array of
century-spanning architecture, intriguing peoples and age-old customs.
The ambiguous beauty of an ancient and enigmatic culture is masterfully
visualized. A fine addition to the contemporary photographic canon An
ideal gift for all lovers of Chinese culture ILLUSTRATIONS 87 color
photographs
Experimenta '05. Muscoli intelligenti tra sport e montagna accetti
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la sfida? Ediz. italiana e inglese - 2005
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